A new sentence level kernel function based on string sequence kernel function and word sequence function is proposed in this paper. Also two feasible algorithms-sentence collection kernel function and sentence sequence kernel function are put forward. These two kernel functions are based on sentence level and sequence kernel function. Pre-treatment text database is treated by practicing the SVM method. The classification and discrimination function of different text can be drawn. The resource description of every database is established in this paper. Then to classify the information with the sentence sequences function and optimize the distribution of time retrieval.
Introduction
There are several document classification methods popular at home and abroad, such as KNN, Decision Tree, simple Bayesian methods, SVM, Neural Networks, linear least squares fitting methods, maximum entropy model ,Genetic algorithm and so on. Many research results show that KNN and SVM are the best methods to do English document classification. Researching on the retrieval with time limitation in distributed retrieval, the optimal resource description and selection strategy is proposed with the SVM method combing the retrieval method based on topic clustering. Pre-treatment text database is treated by practicing the SVM method. The classification and discrimination function of different text can be drawn. The resource description of every database is established in this paper. Then to classify the information with the sentence sequences function and optimize the distribution of time retrieval. This system is proved to have excellent performance of classifying and retrieval.
MODEL
SVM is a kind of machine learning method based on statistic learning theory. The number of samples should be infinity in traditional statistic, but in reality, the number of samples is limited. Therefore, some theoretical excellent learning methods cannot solve the practical problems perfectly. Statistic is the theory to study the small sample statistical estimation and forecast, including the following contents, statistical learning consistency conditions based on the Empirical Risk Minimization Principle, Guass distributing of learning methods, Empirical Risk Minimization Principle based on Guass distributing of learning methods and SVM methods to achieve these criteria. As shown in Figure 1 , statistical learning theory proposed a new strategy to construct the set of functions as a sequence of subset of functions. Each subset is arranged according to VC dimension size and Empirical Risk Minimization is searched in every subset. The empirical risk and confidence interval are considered in subset and the minimization of real risk is obtained. This is the institutional risk minimization principle. Empirical risk depends on a specific function that depends on a set of functions. The selection of subset function corresponds to the traditional selection and the selection of specific function in subset corresponds to the traditional parameter estimation. Statistical learning theory provides a rigorous theoretical analysis of model selection based on Guass distributing and also proposed the conditions that a rational subset function structure should meet. LIBSVM algorithm is a optimal method from Sequential Minimal Optimization and SVMlight and it has improvements for strategy selection in working set. SMO algorithm decomposes the optimal problems into series of QP problems. QP problems with two Lagrange multipliers are treated in iteration. Supposing the selected variables are 1 α and 2 α , optimization problems can be described: 
Algorithm Implementation
Generally, reading all the documents vectors and selecting some parameters (the type of SVM, the type of kernel function) can get the classification model documents, which are saved to be documents with ". Model" suffix. These documents can be used to forecast. First versions in this package cannot support the functions. So the source code of the packages must be modified to support all kinds of functions. In old version, there are different calculating methods for different kernel functions. Value_Renamed is can be distinguished from "value".
Retrieval experiments based on optimal search strategy
There are 145 categories in all 7300 training samples. Ten categories with most samples such as earn, acq, money-fx, grain and so on are singled out. If the training samples belong to the selected categories, they are marked as positive classifications and other samples are marked as negative classifications. Using the sentence collection kernel function method can get the 10 discrimination functions for every category. We standardize two optional keywords and get the query vector that will be put into the 10 discrimination functions so the function value can be calculated. Only the categories with positive function value are considered. Adjusting the discrimination functions value can get the value of initial probability distribution:
We will do retrieval in accordance with the order of ( ) i p x n .Graph 3 shows the comparison of the average search strategy and the optimal search strategy. The horizontal axis represents the number of all documents retrieved and the vertical axis represents the number of related documents retrieved.
Conclusion
An optimal search strategy based on new SVM method is proposed, resource constraint and accuracy taken into account. Experiment results shows this algorithm is better than the average search strategy. SVM of documents classification and kernel function are researched deeply in this paper. A new sentence level kernel function based on string sequence kernel function and word sequence function is proposed in this paper. Also two feasible algorithms-sentence collection kernel function and sentence sequence kernel function are put forward. These two kernel functions are based on sentence level and sequence kernel function. Experiment results shows that the new algorithm has better performance than traditional algorithm.
